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, [1-3]. Caldeira Leggett
Brown $[4,5]$ , ,
, [6].
Accardi et al. (stochastic limit approximation) $[7,8]$ ,
. , Hamiltonian :
Htot $=Hs+\lambda V+HB$ . (1)
, $H_{B}$ $H_{S}$ . .
, $\lambda V$ $(\lambda<<1)$ , .
, $t\mapsto\tau=\lambda^{2}t$ , (weak coupling limit) $\lambdaarrow 0$
( $\tau$ ) ,
[9-11].
, Hamiltonian (1) ,
. , $\gamma$ $\lambda^{2}$ ,
$H_{S}$ $\Omega$ $\gamma\ll\Omega$ . , ( $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$ :Weak Damping)
. . $\gamma\sim\Omega$ ( $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{D}$ :Rapid
Decay) , . , $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{D}$ , WD
$[2,12]$ . $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$ Lindblad
[13] $[2,6]-$ , $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{D}$ ,
Lindblad . , $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{D}$ ,
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1) , [12].
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,
$H_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}S}=\lambda^{2}H+\lambda V+H_{B}$ (2)
Hamiltonian [10]. $\Omega$ $O(\lambda^{2})$
, $\gamma\sim\Omega$ $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{D}$ . ,
Lindblad .
, Hamiltonian . Hamiltonian $H_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}}$ (2) ,
$H_{S}= \sum_{n}E_{n}|n\rangle\langle n|$ , $H_{B}= \int_{0}^{\infty}d\omega\hslash\omega a^{\dagger_{a}}\omega\omega$ ’ (3a)
$V=$ $\sum_{m}\sum_{n}\int_{0}^{\infty}(\text{ }$ $(g_{mn}(\omega)Dmna_{\omega}-g_{m}^{*}n(\omega)D_{mn}^{\uparrow}a_{\omega}^{\uparrow})$ , $D_{mn}=|m\rangle\langle n|$ . (3b)
$E_{n}(n=0,1, \ldots)$ $H_{S}$ , boson $H_{B}$ $\lambda V$
. $g_{mn}(\omega)$ , $\hslash\omega$ boson $n$
$m$ , $g_{mn}^{*}(\omega)$ , $m$
$n$ , $\hslash\omega$ boson .
(rotating-wave approximation) . , , I $=0$
boson , boson $T$
,
$\rho_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}\mathrm{t}}(\mathrm{o})=\rho_{S}\otimes\rho_{B}$ , $\rho_{B}=e^{-}H_{B}/k_{B}T/\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}_{B}e^{-H_{B/}}k_{B}T$ (4)
. $k_{B}$ Boltzmann .
, UI $(t)$ Schr\"odinger , $H_{0}=\lambda^{2}H_{S}+H_{B}$
,
$\overline{d^{-}t}^{U_{I}(}\overline{\hslash}t)=-\vee\lambda VI(t)UI(t)$ , $U_{I}(0)=1$ , (5a)
$V_{I}(t)=e^{i}VH0t/ \hslash e-iH0t/\hslash=i\hslash\sum m\sum(DmnAmn(t)-D^{\uparrow A}\dagger n(mnmnt))$ (5b)
. $A_{mn}(t)$ boson ,
$A_{mn}(t)= \int d\omega g_{m}n(0\omega)a\omega e^{-}i(\omega-\lambda 2\omega mn)t$ , $\omega_{mn}=(E_{m}-E_{n})/\hslash$ . (6)
’.
, . $t$ $\tau=\lambda^{2}t$ ,
$\frac{d}{d\tau}U_{I}(\tau/\lambda^{2})=\sum_{m}\sum_{n}(D_{mn}\frac{1}{\lambda}A_{mn}(_{\mathcal{T}}/\lambda^{2\uparrow\dagger})-D_{m}\frac{1}{\lambda}nn)A_{m}(\tau/\lambda^{2})U_{I}(\tau/\lambda^{2})$ , (7)
(weak coupling limit) $\lambdaarrow 0$ :
$\frac{d}{d\tau}\mathcal{U}_{I}(\tau)=-\frac{i}{\hslash}\mathcal{V}_{I}(\mathcal{T})\mathcal{U}_{I}(\tau)$ , $\mathcal{V}_{I}(\tau)=i\hslash\sum_{m}\sum(nD_{mn\prime nn}b(\mathcal{T})-D_{mn}^{\uparrow}b_{mn}^{\uparrow(}\tau))\mathcal{U}I(\mathcal{T})$ . (8)
2)
$\mathrm{S}\mathrm{c}\mathrm{h}\mathrm{r}\ddot{\circ}$ dinger (8) , . Normal-ordering
$[7,8]$ , . Heisenberg , normal-ordering
.
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, boson $b_{mn}(\tau)$ , $e^{-H_{B}/kT}B/\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}_{B}e^{-H_{B/}}k_{B}T$
.
$\lim_{-}\int_{\infty}^{\infty}arrow 0Fd\tau(\tau)-\infty\int^{\infty}\frac{d\omega}{2\pi}c(\omega)\frac{1}{\lambda^{2}}e^{-}i(\omega-\lambda 2\omega 0)\mathcal{T}/\lambda 2$
$= \lim_{\lambdaarrow 0}\int_{\infty}^{\infty}dtF(\lambda 2t)\hat{G}(t)e-i\lambda^{2}\omega 0t=F(0)\lim G(\lambda^{2}\omega\lambdaarrow 00)$ , (9)
,
$\lim_{\lambdaarrow 0}\int^{\infty}\frac{d\omega}{2\pi}G(\omega)\frac{1}{\lambda^{2}}e^{-}i(\omega-\lambda 2\omega 0)\mathcal{T}/\lambda 2=\lim_{\lambdaarrow 0}G(\lambda^{2}\omega_{0})\delta(\tau)$ (10)
[$\hat{G}(t)$ $G(\omega)$ Fourier ] . ,
$\langle\frac{1}{\lambda}A_{mn}(_{\mathcal{T}}/\lambda^{2})\frac{1}{\lambda}A\uparrow(mn’\tau’’/\lambda 2)\rangle_{B}$
$= \int_{-\infty}^{\infty}\frac{d\omega}{2\pi}\Gamma_{mn,mn}^{+}\prime\prime(\omega)\frac{1}{\lambda^{2}}e^{-i()(_{\mathcal{T}-}\mathcal{T}}\omega-\lambda^{2}\omega_{mn},m’n’;)/\lambda^{2}i(e\omega mn-\omega mn\prime\prime)(\mathcal{T}+\tau’)/2$
$\lambdaarrow 0arrow\lim\Gamma+(mn,mn’n,mn)’\lambda 2i(\omega_{mn}-\omega_{m};_{n^{\prime)}}\mathcal{T}\delta\omega_{m}lle(\mathcal{T}-\tau’)$ (11)
$\lambdaarrow 0$
$\sigma \mathrm{k}\gamma)$ ,
$\langle b_{mn}(_{\mathcal{T}})b_{mn}|(\prime l\tau);\rangle B=\lim\tau_{mn,mn}^{+}\prime\prime(\lambda 2\omega l)mn,m’n\delta n-\omega\prime\prime_{n})_{\mathcal{T}}m(_{\mathcal{T}}e^{i(\omega_{m}}-\tau’)$ (12a)
$\lambdaarrow 0$
, ,
$\langle b_{m}^{\uparrow}(n\mathcal{T})b_{m^{;_{n}}}’(\tau^{J})\rangle B=\lambda 0\lim_{arrow}(\Gamma-(\lambda 2)mn,mn)mn,m’n(J\omega\prime\prime e^{-i(}-\omega’)_{\mathcal{T}}m^{\prime_{n}}\delta\omega mn\tau*-\tau’)$ (12b)
. ,
$\Gamma_{mn,m’n’}^{+}(\omega)=(1+N(\omega))\Gamma_{mn,m^{\prime\prime(}}\omega n)$ , $\tau_{mn,mn}^{-}\prime\prime(\omega)=N(\omega)\Gamma_{mn},m’n^{J()}\omega$ , (13a)
$\Gamma_{mn,m’n}’(\omega)=2\pi\theta(\omega)gmn(\omega)g_{m’n^{;()}}^{*}\omega$ (13b)
,
$N( \omega)=\frac{1}{e^{\hslash\omega/}-k_{B}\tau 1}$ (14)
Bose-Einstein , , $\omega_{mn,mn}Jl=(\omega_{mn}+\omega_{m’n}’)/2$ . (12) ,
boson $b_{mn}(\tau)$ . , $b_{mn}(\tau)$
. $\lim_{\lambdaarrow 0}\Gamma\pm(mn,m’n’\lambda 2)\omega\prime mn,mn’$ ,
$\tau_{mn,m^{;_{n}t}}(\omega)$ $\omegaarrow 0^{+}$ . [$\omega<0$ , (13b)
$\Gamma_{mn,m^{J}}^{\pm}(n’)\omega=0.]N(\omega)\sim k_{B}\tau/\hslash\omega$ for $\omega\sim 0$ ,
$\tau_{mn,m’n^{l}}(\omega)\sim\eta_{mn,mn}\prime\prime\omega$ for $\omegaarrow 0^{+}$ (15)
(Ohmic) . ,











. , $\omega_{mn,mn}\prime\prime=0$ . $\tau_{mn,mn}^{\pm},,(\omega)$ $\omega=0$
, $\tau_{mn,mn}^{\pm},,(\mathrm{o})=[\Gamma_{mn,mn}^{\pm},,(\mathrm{o}+)+\Gamma_{mn,mn}^{\pm},,(0^{-)]}/2$ .
RD WD , (12) , $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$
. (12) $\lambda^{2}\omega_{mn}$ $\omega_{mn}$
, $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$ $[7,8]$ . ,
. $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$ , $e^{i(\omega_{mn}-\omega_{m}\prime_{n^{\prime)\tau}}}/\lambda 2arrow\delta_{\omega_{mn}\omega_{mn}},$,
[15], . , , $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$




Heisenberg . , $\rho_{B}$
, , Thermo Field Dynamics (TFD) [16]
. TFD , $\xi_{\omega}$ $\tilde{\xi}_{\omega}$
(thermal vacuum) $|\theta\rangle$ , $\tilde{\xi}_{\omega}$ normal-ordering ,
. $\xi_{\omega}$ , boson a
Bogoliubov (thermal Bogoliubov transformation)
$a_{\omega}=\sqrt{1+N(\omega)}\xi_{\omega}+\sqrt{N(\omega)}\tilde{\xi}_{\omega}^{1}$ (19)
, , $\mathcal{U}_{I}(\tau)$ $\chi_{mn}(\mathcal{T}),\tilde{\chi}mn(\tau)$ , Heisenberg
. , $\chi_{mn}(\tau)$ $\tilde{\chi}_{mn}(\mathcal{T})$ , (19) $b_{mn}(\tau)$
$b_{mn}(\tau)=\chi mn(\mathcal{T})+\tilde{x}_{mn}(\dagger\tau)$ (20)
,
$–mn-(t)= \int_{0}^{\infty}d\omega\sqrt{1+N(\omega)}gmn(\omega)\xi\omega e^{-i}-\lambda^{2}\omega_{mn}t(\omega)$ , (21a)
$–mn- \sim(t)=\int_{0}^{\infty}d\omega^{\sqrt{N(\omega)}^{*}\omega}g_{m}n()\tilde{\xi}\omega ei(\omega-\lambda^{2}\omega_{mn})t$ (21b)
$—mn(\mathcal{T}/\lambda^{2})/\lambda$ $—\sim mn(\tau/\lambda^{2})/\lambda$ . , $\chi_{mn}(\tau)$
$\mathcal{U}_{I}(\tau)=1-.\frac{i}{\hslash}\int_{0}^{\mathcal{T}}d_{\mathcal{T}’v}I(\tau)\prime \mathcal{U}I(_{\mathcal{T}}’)$ (22)
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.$[ \chi_{mn}(\mathcal{T}),\mathcal{U}I(_{\mathcal{T})}]=-\frac{i}{\hslash}\int d_{\mathcal{T}’[(_{\mathcal{T}),v}}\chi_{m}nI(\tau’)]u_{I}(\tau)-\frac{i}{\hslash}\int_{00}^{\mathcal{T}}\prime d\mathcal{T}’\mathcal{V}I(\mathcal{T}^{J})[\chi mn(_{\mathcal{T}),u}I(\tau^{J})]\tau$ (23)
, $[\chi_{m}n(\mathcal{T}), v_{I()}\mathcal{T}’]=0$ for $\tau\neq\tau’$ , , $[\chi_{mn}(\mathcal{T}),\mathcal{U}I(\mathcal{T}’)]=0$ for $\tau>\tau’$ ,
$[ \chi_{mn}(_{\mathcal{T}),u}I(\mathcal{T})]=-\sum\sum_{n’m}’\int_{0}^{\tau}d\tau[J\dagger’)]D_{mn’}\uparrow u_{I}l(_{\mathcal{T}}n’)x_{m}n(\mathcal{T}),$$\chi m’(\tau$ (24)
. , $\tau-\tau’=0$ , $\sim\delta(\tau-\mathcal{T}^{r})$
. $[_{-mn}^{-}-(\tau/\lambda^{2})/\lambda, ---\uparrow;(\tau’/mn’\lambda 2)/\lambda]$
,
$[ \chi_{mn}(_{\mathcal{T}),\mathcal{U}}I(\mathcal{T})]=-\sum_{\prime,m}\sum_{n^{J}}\lim_{\lambdaarrow 0}(i\Sigma_{mn,m^{;l}}+(\lambda^{2}\omega mn,mn\prime n);)e-\omega mn\omega_{m}JD_{m’}i(n^{\prime)_{\mathcal{T}}\dagger}uI(n’)\tau$ (25a)
, , ,
$[ \tilde{\chi}_{mn}(\mathcal{T}),\mathcal{U}I(\mathcal{T})]=\sum_{m’}\sum$$\lim_{\lambdaarrow 0,n\prime}(i\sum_{mmn}-,(\lambda^{2}\omega_{m}’;\prime n’n,mn))^{*}e-i(\omega_{mn}-\omega_{m}\prime\prime)n\mathcal{T}D_{m’}n^{\prime \mathcal{U}}I(\tau)$
(25b)
. Heisenberg . $\sum_{mn,m’’n}^{\pm}(\omega)$
,
$i \Sigma_{mn,m^{;J}}^{\pm}(n)\omega=\int_{0}d\infty t\int_{0}\frac{d\omega’}{2\pi}\tau\pm(\omega’)e^{-i}-\omega)(\omega’t\infty mn,mn’$’
$= \int_{0}^{\infty}\frac{d\omega’}{2\pi}\tau_{m}^{\pm}J(n,m’n)\omega’\frac{i}{\omega-\omega’+i\mathrm{o}+}=\frac{1}{2}\Gamma_{mn,m’}\pm(n^{l})+i\Delta_{m}\pm\omega(n,m^{l}n’\omega)$ (26)
(boson ) , $\Gamma_{mn,mn}^{\pm}lJ(\omega)$ ,
$\Delta_{mn,m’n’}^{\pm}(\omega)=^{\mathrm{p}}[\frac{d\omega’}{2\pi}\Gamma_{mn}\pm,(m^{l\prime}n’\omega)\frac{1}{\omega-\omega’}$ (27)
. (25) , $\lambda^{2}\omega_{mn}arrow\omega_{mn}$
$\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$ $[7,8]$ . , $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$ $e^{i(\omega)\mathcal{T}}\omega_{mn^{-}}mlln/\lambda 2$
, .
(25) , $D_{mn}^{\theta}(\tau)$ Heisenberg
$\frac{d}{d\tau}D_{mn}^{\theta}(\tau)=i\omega mnD_{m}\theta(n\tau)-\sum_{\prime,n}\sum_{l}(\frac{1}{2}\Gamma_{n\iota_{n}l}\theta,iJ+\Delta_{n}\theta’\iota,n\iota)D_{mn}^{\theta}’(\tau)$
$- \sum_{m’}\sum k(\frac{1}{2}\tau_{m}^{\theta},i\Delta^{\theta}\prime k,mk^{-}mk,mk)D^{\theta};(mn\sum_{k}\sum_{l}\Gamma\theta D^{\theta}\mathcal{T}T)+km,\iota_{nk\iota(})$, (28)
$\tau_{mn,m’n}^{\theta}’=\lim_{\lambdaarrow 0}\{\Gamma_{m}^{+}\prime\prime(n,mn\omega_{mn,m}\lambda^{2}\prime n^{\prime)+}(\Gamma_{nm,n’m^{J}}^{-}(\lambda 2\omega_{n}m,n’)^{*}m^{l)}\},$ (29a)
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$\Delta_{mn,m^{;}n}^{\theta}’=\lim_{\lambdaarrow 0}\{\Delta_{m}^{+}’(n,mn’mn,mn’\lambda 2\omega’)-(\Delta_{nm,n}^{-}Jm’(\lambda^{2}\omega_{nm},’)nm’)*\}$ (29b)
, , $\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}_{S}[\rho sD_{m}^{\theta}(n\tau)]=\langle n|\rho_{S}(\tau)|m\rangle$ ,
$\rho s(\mathcal{T})=\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}_{B}\rho_{\mathrm{t}\mathrm{o}}\mathrm{t}(\mathcal{T})$
$\frac{d}{d\tau}\rho s(\mathcal{T})=-\frac{i}{\hslash}[Hs, \rho_{S()}\theta\tau]-\frac{1}{2}\sum_{kml}\sum n\tau_{k\iota n()L_{k})}^{\theta}m,LkmL\uparrow\rho\iota nS(\mathcal{T})+\rho S(\mathcal{T})L_{k}Lm\iota-2L^{\dagger}\iota n\dagger_{n}(\rho s\mathcal{T}m$
’
(30)
$L_{km}=|k \rangle\langle m|, H^{\theta}s=Hs+\sum_{m}\sum_{n}\sum_{k}\hslash\Delta_{m}^{\theta}k,nk|m\rangle\langle n|$ (31)
. $\Delta_{mn,mn}^{\pm}Jl(\omega)$ Hamiltonian , $\Gamma_{mn,m’n’}^{\pm}(\omega)$
(von Neumann ) .
, $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{D}$ .
Lindblad . Lindblad [13],
$\frac{d}{d\tau}\rho(\tau)=-\frac{i}{\hslash}[H, \rho(\mathcal{T})]-\frac{1}{2}\sum A_{i}(jLiL_{j}\dagger\rho(\tau)+\rho(\mathcal{T})LiL-2L\rho(j\dagger\uparrow)ijL_{i)}j\tau$ (32)
, Markov . , $H$ Hermite $(H^{\uparrow=}H)$ ,
$\mathrm{c}$ $A_{ij}$ Hermite $(A\text{ }=A_{ji}, A\geq 0)$ .
$L_{i}$ . , Markov
$\rho(\tau)$ Hermite $\rho(\dagger\tau)=\rho(\tau)$ ( ), $\rho(\tau)\geq 0$ ( ),
$\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}\dot{\rho}(\mathcal{T})=0$ ( ) ,
. (30)
, Hamiltonian $H_{S}^{\theta}$ Hermite , $\Gamma_{km,ln}^{\theta}\text{ }$ ( )
Hermite , , . Hermite
$(H_{S}^{\theta})^{\uparrow}=H_{S}^{\theta}$ , $(\Gamma_{km,\iota_{n}}^{\theta})*=\Gamma_{\iota}^{\theta}n,km$ (33)
, $\{\Gamma_{mn,mn’}^{\pm}’(\omega)\}^{*}=\Gamma_{mn’,mn}^{\pm},(\omega)$ ,
, . , $\Gamma_{km,ln}^{\theta}$
$\Gamma_{km,km\iota_{n},\iota}^{\theta}\Gamma\theta-n|\Gamma_{km,\iota_{n}}^{\theta 2}|\geq 0$ for any km, $ln$ (34)
, $g_{km}\geq\theta mk$ for $k>m$ (boson
, ) . ,
Hamiltonian (3b) , Hermite $Q$
$V=i \hslash Q\int_{0}^{\infty}d\omega(g(\omega)a_{\omega}-g*(\omega)a_{\omega)}^{1}$ (35)
, (30)
$\frac{d}{d\tau}\rho s(\tau)=-\frac{i}{\hslash}[H_{S}^{\theta}, \rho_{S(\tau)}]-\frac{\eta k_{B}T}{2\hslash}[Q, [Q, \rho S(\tau)]]$ , $H_{S}^{\theta}=Hs- \hslash Q^{2}\int_{0}\frac{d\omega}{2\pi}\infty\frac{\Gamma(\omega)}{\omega}$ (36)
, Lindblad $(L=Q, A=\eta k_{B}T/\hslash)$ .
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, . $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$ , Hamiltonian (1) (3)
, $\rho s(\tau)arrow e^{-H_{S/}}k_{B}T/\mathrm{t}\mathrm{r}se^{-H/}sk_{B}T$
$[2,17]$ . , $\Gamma_{mk,mk(}^{+}\omega_{m}k$ ) $=$
$\Gamma_{mk,mk}^{-}(\omega_{m}k)e^{\hslash}\omega_{m}k/kB\tau$ , $\Gamma_{mk,mk}^{+}(\omega mk)$ $\Gamma_{mk,mk(}^{-}\omega_{m}k$ )
(detailed balance) . , (29a)
$\Gamma_{k}^{\theta}m,\iota_{n}=(\Gamma^{\theta})^{*}mk,nl$ (37)
, . , $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{D}$
(30) , $\rho_{S}\sim 1$
. , (30) . , $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{D}$
,
$k_{B}T>>\lambda 2\hslash\omega_{mn}$ (38)
. (16) . ,
, boson ,
[11], $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{D}$ , ,
.
, .
$H_{S}= \frac{1}{2M}p^{2}+\frac{1}{2}M\Omega_{0}2x^{2}$ , $V=-i \hslash\sqrt{\frac{M\Omega_{0}}{\hslash}}x\int_{0}.d\omega(g(\omega)a_{\omega}-g^{*}(\infty\omega)a_{\omega}^{\dagger})$ . (39)
, Caldeira-Leggett [4] – . , (30),
(36) 1 ,
$\frac{d}{d\tau}\rho_{S}(_{\mathcal{T}})=-\frac{i}{\hslash}[H_{s}^{\theta}, \rho_{S(\tau)}]-\frac{M\Omega 0\eta kB\tau}{2\hslash^{2}}[_{X},$ $[_{X}, \rho_{S()]}\tau]$ , (40)
$H_{S}^{\theta}= \frac{1}{2M}p^{2}+\frac{1}{2}M\Omega_{R}^{2}X^{2}$,
$\Omega_{R}^{2}=\Omega^{2}0-2\Omega 0\int_{0}\frac{d\omega}{2\pi}\frac{\Gamma(\omega)}{\omega}$ (41)
. Caldeira Leggett (Lindblad ) [4] $(-i\Omega_{0}\eta/4\hslash)$




’ $V=i\hslash\sigma_{z\int^{\infty}}0d\omega(g(\omega)a-\omega g^{*}(\omega)a_{\omega}^{1)}$ (42)
. ,
$\frac{d}{d\tau}\rho s(\tau)=-\frac{i}{\hslash}[Hs, \rho S(_{\mathcal{T}})]-\frac{\eta k_{B}T}{2\hslash}[\sigma_{z}, [\sigma z’\rho S(\tau)]]$ (43)
. Munro Gardiner Ref. [12] , $T$ $(-i\Delta\eta/4\hslash)$
$\cross[\sigma_{z}, \{\sigma_{y}, \rho s(\mathcal{T})\}]$ .
, $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{D}$ , Lindblad
. (12) (25)
. RD WD , $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$
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$[7,8]$ . $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{D}$ (12), (25) $\lambda^{2}\omega_{mn}$ $\omega_{mn}$
, $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$ . , . $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$
$e^{i(\omega_{mn}-\omega_{m}\prime_{n^{\prime)/\lambda}}}\tau 2arrow\delta_{\omega_{mn}\omega_{mn}},$, $[15]-$ , RD
. , spin-boson (42) Hamiltonian
$V=i \hslash\tilde{\Delta}\int_{0}^{\infty}\text{ }(g(\omega)D+a_{\omega}-g(\omega)D_{-}a^{\dagger}*\omega)$ , $D_{+}=|+\rangle\langle-|=D^{\uparrow}$ , (44)
$\tilde{\Delta}=\Delta/\hslash\Omega 0$ , $\Omega_{0}=\sqrt{\epsilon^{2}+\Delta^{2}}$ , $H_{S}| \pm\rangle=\pm\frac{1}{2}\hslash\Omega 0|\pm\rangle$ (45)
, Hamiltonian (2) $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{D}$ , (42)
(43)
$\frac{d}{d\tau}\rho s(\mathcal{T})=-\frac{i}{\hslash}[H^{\theta}S’\rho_{S}(\tau)]-\frac{\gamma^{\theta}}{4}(D_{+}D_{+}^{\dagger}\rho S(\tau)+\rho_{S}(\mathcal{T})D+D^{\dagger}-+2D^{\dagger}+\rho s(\tau)D_{+})$
$- \frac{\gamma^{\theta}}{4}(D_{-}D^{\underline{\dagger}}\rho S(\tau)+\rho_{S}(\tau)D_{-}D^{\uparrow}-2D^{\uparrow_{\rho s(\mathcal{T})D_{-}})}$ , (46)
$\gamma^{\theta}=2\eta k_{B}T/\hslash$ (47)
– , Hamiltonian (1) $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$ , (42) ,
(44) , ( Hamiltonian $H_{S}^{\theta}$ ) (46) .
, $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$ $\gamma^{\theta}=\Gamma(\Omega \mathit{0})\coth(\hslash\Omega \mathit{0}/2k_{B}T)$ .
$\mathrm{R}\mathrm{D}$ , WD . Spin-




. , $D_{0}=|+\rangle$ $\langle+|-|-\rangle\langle-|,\tilde{\epsilon}=\in/\hslash\Omega_{0}$.- $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$ , Bloch (48)
, $D_{\pm}^{\theta}(\mathcal{T}),$ $D\theta(0\mathcal{T})$ $\gamma_{D}^{\theta}=\tilde{\Delta}\gamma^{\theta}/2,$ $\gamma_{R}^{\theta}=\tilde{\Delta}\gamma^{\theta}$ [8].
, $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$ , $\gamma_{R}^{\theta}=2\gamma_{D}^{\theta}$ .
.
Bloch , $\tau_{R}=(\gamma_{R}^{\theta})^{-1}$ $\tau_{D}=(\gamma_{D}^{\theta})^{-1}$
$[]\mathrm{s}$ . $\mathrm{R}\mathrm{D}$ , Bloch (48)
, $\mathrm{W}\mathrm{D}$ ,
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